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ABSTRACT' 

A measurement of the difference between 'IT + and 'IT ~ lifetimes 

gave ( '1'+/'1') ~i :;: 0.0056;t; 0,0028. while the absolute 'IT+ lifetime was 

found to be 26.6;t; 0.2 ns. 

A clleck on CPT invariance in weak interactions has been made 

by compa.ring the lifetimes of the charged pion and its antiparticle. The 

. fraction of sl.ll'viving pions as a function of distance in vacuum has been 

measured by using a liquid"hydrogen differential Cerenkov counte r in 

'IT + and 'IT. beams whichwerc nea.rly identical i,n theil' spatial and nlO ~ 

mentum dish:lbutiol1s. . +/ ~ In thil3 way the 'IT 'IT ratio wa.s detennined at 

each point to give a relative lifetime measurement, By analyzing the 

data differently, the absolute lifetimes were found also, 

Pions were produced by the external proton beam of the 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory' a 184-inch syn(;hrocyclotrol1, then mo-

111entum analyzed by two bending magnets and geometrically deiiued by 

five 0.Ol5-in. -thick scintillatora and four annular anticoincidence 

countera, as shown in fig, 1. This system provided (1.) a nearly para.l

leI beam of small momentum spread (esp/p ;;: ± 0,4%) and (2) a. 111onitol' 

of the intensity of that beam. The actual selection of pions wa!:l 9one . 
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'by the movable Cerenkov counter, The'latter used liquid hydrogen be-

cause operation at cyclotron momenta required a refractive indt:x of 

about i .1, and multiple scattering had to be minimi:z,ed: Thecounter 

, [1 J (fig.' 2), which had both a coincidence and an anticoincidence r.ing 

aperture to receive Gerenkov light, discriminated both in velocity 

(A~/~ ;;;:t 0.005) and in angle(±3 deg). The pions had ~;;; 0,912, muons 

in the beam had f3:: 0.947, and those muons from pion decay with (3;:: 0,912 

were emitted at 7 deg with respect to the beam direction, and hence were 

.rejected. 

To check accurately the equality of 'IT + and' 'IT"" lifetimes, it is 

important to ascertain (a) there is no change in the nature of the monitor . 

• counts with time, and that there are no important differences between 

+ -" , 
'IT and Tr .with. respect .to (b) beam geometry, (c) momentum, and (d) 

Cerenkov response with distance. These items are now discussed in 

order, 

(a) Monitor, It is important that the fraction of pions in the beam 

riot change with time, or (for relative measurements) that the change be-

·t r 
the same for 1T and 11'- beams. The muon. fraction. (6% at counter A4) 

was constant and the same for both polarities, but the electron fraction 

could change with proton beam position at the target, Hence an electron 

veto c.ounter was used, as well as a split ion chalubel' tocontl'ol the pro D, 

. ton beam position to bet'ter than 1 mm, keeping changes in the electron 

fraction to < 0,1% for the negative beam and < 0,02% for the positive. 

Accidental coincidence also did not contribute to fluctuations 

in the monitor, since the' only ~ignificant accidental rate was 0,28% for 

positives and 0,23% for negatives and was very constant with time, 

":""' •. " 0" 'I 
I 
i , 
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There were no measurable accidentals in the pion counts (monito,r-

Cerenkov coincidence), 

The fraction of monitor counts per S1SZS3A1 (see fig, 1) coin

cidence, the fraction of electrons vetoed, and the fraction of accidentals 

were all scaled, The distribution of each of the se quantitie s for the 

1200 individual readouts was Gaussian with the expected variance, Thus 

there was no indication of systematic fluctuations in the monitor system, 

(b) Beam Geometry. Detailed 'beam profiles, as shown in fig, 3, 

were taken with a digitized spark chamber, (2] as well as by scanning 

laterally and vertically with the Cerenkov counter at each position along 
, 

the beam at which data were obtained, The positive and negative, beams 

were nearly identical in shape, but their centers became displaced grad~ 

ually along the decay path because of the stray cyclotron field (~3 gauss), 

and hence the countel' was recentered at each polarity change, 

(c) ~omentum. The field at the position of the gaus smetel' in each oithe . 

bending magnets was held constant and the same for both polarities to within 

0,1.%. Field setting error s ave raged out in the many. field rever sah (over 

100 11'+ -TT - -IT + sequences), while the constant stray cyclotron .field could 

have produced a IT + -11' - momentum difference of at most 0,1.0/0. Checks on 

such a difference gave «Pj'/<P _» -1:;: -0.00"2 ;1;0,004 from range measure

menta 0.001 ;1;0,001 from the Cerenkov counter momentum dependence, and 

-0,002 ± 0.001 from a separate magnetic analysis, giving a weighted av-

erage of' -0.0005 ±0,0007. The' second of these methods involved com-

paring the steep-sided cUl'ves, obtained for each sign of particle, of the 

Cerenkov counter efficiency as a function of beam momentum, This ef-

ficiency was a fold of beanl momentum spread and counter response, 
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The third method employed, after counter A
4

, an auxiliary magnet which 

bent the beam through 78 deg.Beam pl'ofiles were determined by placing 
~\ 

,the digitized spark chamber at six positions i the profile a.t the final posi-

tion is shown in fig. 3(b). Relative momenta ~ould be determined very 

precisely, but uncertainty in the chamber positions gave the' absolute 

momentum (311.2 ,MeV/c) to only ;.1:1.0 MeV Ic.' The full width at half 

maximum of both beams was 2.5 MeV Ie. 
(d) Cerenkov Counter Response. It is an important feature of our 

method that the efficiency of the movable Cerenkov counter neither has 

to be known nOl' does it have to be the same for T!' tand 1i -, For absolute 

lifetime measurements the effiCiency must not change over one sequence 

of counter positions. However, for the lifetime difference it is required 

, only that the efficiency, if it changes, do so approximately linearly over 

the time required for one T!' + -IT - -T!' + sequence (about 3 hour s). The counter 

+ response as a function of n10mentum needs to be the same for T!' and 1T -, 

and that this was so has been discus sed in (c). 

Having discussed the four,items of particular importance in 

achieving reliable results, we now turn to the data analysis. "Relative" 

and "absolute'" lifetime analyses wel:e perform~d on the data, which 

. 6 +' 6-
was based on 12 X 10 1i and 6 X 10 T!'. The results of the relative life-

time analysis for' a ,distance of 0,58 of a lifetime were ('7'i.i'T -' -1 = 0.0058 

:i; 0.0024 without the Cerenkov anticoincidence ,ring and 0,0056 ± O,OOl8 

using the ring. The standard deviation given includes the relative mo-

mentum error, while the statistical and consistency errors are the sarne, 

since 
2 " 

X per degree of freedom is 1.0 for over iOO data points, As a 
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check on d~ta. consietency oyer a. larger period, the absolute lifetime 

analysi~ (with the anticoincidence ring) gives (Ttl 'T.) .1 ;: O.0060±O.0031. 

The correspo'nding value for the 11'+ lifetime is shown intable 1 with a 

standa.rd deviation which includes statistical a.nd consistency errol's, as 

well as that in the absolute momentum. 

As shown in the table, the comparison of Tf t and 1T lifatimes 

agrees with the other two contemporaneous experiments [3, 4J. The 

three experiments employed quite different methods, and ours requires 

no corrections except for the almost negligible one for the difference in 

momenta. By using the same method with improved beam.and appal'atus, 

.' the experiment will be repeated shortly with greater pl'ecision. 

We wish to thank James Vale and the cyclotron personnel for 

assistance with the apparatus and for giving us such stable operating 

conditiona, E. ,F. McLaughlin and R. V. Schafer for cryogenic design 

of th~ hydrogen Cerenkov counter, H.'·"Weisberg for assistance with the 

digitized spark chamber, G. R. Farrar for .. aid in the analysis, and 

A. C, Helmholz and B. J. Moyer for support and encouragement, 

Particularly we want to thank R. D, Eandi and B. Macdonald for the 

extensive help they gave with the apparatus and in the early running of 

the experiment, 
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Table 1 

Comparison of 1T + lifetime values and 1T + /1T - lifetime ratios in recent 
experiments, 

Reference 

Ashkin et al. a 

Eckhouse et al. 
b 

Kinsey et al. c 

Bardon et aI, [3] 

Lo bkowic z et al. [4 J 

This experiment 

T + (ns) 

25,46 ± 0.32 

26,02 ± 0,04 

26.40 ± 0,08 

25.6 ± 0,3 

26,67 ± 0,24 

26.6 ± 0.2 

T /T -1 + -

0.0040 ± 0,007 

{0.0040 ± 0,0018 
0,0023 ± 0.0040 

0,0056 ± 0,0028 

a. J. Ashkin, T, Fazzini, G. Fidecaro, Y. Goldsch1nidt -Clerrnont, 

N. H, Lipman, A. W. Merrison, and H. Paul, Nuovo Cimento 

16 (1960) 490, -
b. M. Eckhouse, R. J. Harris, Jr •• W. B. Shuler, R. T. Siegel, and 

R. E. Welsch, Phys. Letters 19 (1965) 348. The numbers quoted -
differ from the published values in accordance with a cornmunication 

of the author s to A. H. Rosenfeld. 

c. K. F. Kinsey. F. L. Lobkowicz, and M.· E. Nordberg, Jr" Phys . 

. R.ev, 144 (1966) 1132, -
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,,' • I FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig,' 1: ,Experimental arrangement, EPB: 732~MeV external proton 

beam; SIC: split, ion chamber; T: 6~in. Be targ~tj M 1: 9- by 

12-in", C magneti.C: 1-1/2-in. -diam Pb collimatoi"; M
2

: 
, '. 

12- by 36-in; C magnet; Q: 16. by 32- by 16-in. quadrupole 

triplet; S1 ~ S5: 0, ?2 -in •• thiCk scintillator s j A1 th~ough A4; 
.. 

ring anticoincidence scintillators; Ae: 36 ~in. -long, CO
2 

-gas 

Cel"enkov counter (10 psia)j LHZC:' movable liquid-hydrogen 

C!=renkov counter, 

Fig, Z, Schematic. drawing of the liquid-hydrogen differential Cerenkov 

counter, Cerenkov light from paraxial particle s is focused onto 

a ring apertur~, the diameter of which depends on the angle of 

ernis sion of the Cerenkov light (and hence the velocity of the 

particle), and the lateral position of which depends on the dh-ec - I 

tion of the particle, The optically coaxial cylindrical mirror 

" provides full efficiency across the 4-in, diameter of thu radiator, 

LH
Z

: '4 - by 8 -in.-long liquid-hydrogen radiator j S: 1/4 -in. sap

phire window; M: 45~deg mirror; L 1, L
Z

: quartz lenses; . Q: 

quartz vacuum window; A: ring aperture; LP: anticoincidence 
\ I 

ring light pipes; C: coincidence photomultiplie~; AR , A L : 

anticoincidence photomultipliers; CM: cylindrical rni 1'.1'0 1" , 

Fig. 3, Beam profiles tak<.:ln with a digitized spark chamber. Data were 
-

taken in 0,1-in.' intervals, but pairs of channels have been added 

together here. for clarity •. (a) Profiles at the end of the 36 -it 

. \ 

I' 

! 

i 
I 

': 
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+ decay path for Tr and Tr , showing the similarity in their beam 

shapes. The relative horizontal scale has been shifted to permit 

easier comparison. Note that the tails of the profiles, which 

are the same for positives and negatives, were not due to pions, 

since the Cerenkov counter gave no counts in those regions. 

(b) Profile s 12 ft beyond a 78 -deg bend, showing the sim.ilarity 

+ in central momentum and momentum spread for the Tr and IT 

beams. 
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LH2 reservoir 
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Heat shield 
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